Cats say 'meow', right? Not always! The way we translate animal noises into words can vary quite a lot, depending on the language you speak. Can you guess which noise a cat makes in each of these languages?

Answers:
- English: "Meow!"
- Estonian: "Nau."
- Turkish: "Miyav!"
- Thai: "Miaoo."
- French: "Miaou."
- Japanese: "Nyan."
- Swedish: "Mjan mjan."
- Hindi: "Mayaau mayaau."
- Italian: "Miao!"
- Korean: "Yanong!"

Cats say nau.
Dogs say ‘woof’, right? Not always! The way we translate animal noises into words can vary quite a lot, depending on the language you speak. Can you guess which noise a dog makes in each of these languages?

**Answers:**
- **English:** "Woof!"
- **Italian:** "Bau bau."
- **Norwegian:** "Voff."
- **Tamil:** "Wal wal."
- **Turkish:** "Hev."
- **Korean:** "Mung!"
- **Arabic:** "Hau hau."
- **Mandarin:** "Wang!"
- **Hindi:** "Bho bho!"
- **Greek:** "Gav gav."